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Idea Man
2011-04-28

by his early thirties paul allen was a world famous billionaire and that was just the beginning in 2007 and 2008 time named paul allen the cofounder of microsoft one of the hundred most influential people in the world since
he made his fortune his impact has been felt in science technology business medicine sports music and philanthropy his passion curiosity and intellectual rigour combined with the resources to launch and support new
initiatives have literally changed the world the book features previously untold stories about everything from the true origins of microsoft to allen s role in the dawn of private space travel with spaceshipone and in
discoveries at the frontiers of brain science with honesty humor and insight allen tells the story of a life of ideas made real

Idea Man
2011-04-19

by his early thirties paul allen was a world famous billionaire and that was just the beginning in 2007 and 2008 time named paul allen the cofounder of microsoft one of the hundred most influential people in the world since
he made his fortune his impact has been felt in science technology business medicine sports music and philanthropy his passion curiosity and intellectual rigor combined with the resources to launch and support new
initiatives have literally changed the world in 2009 allen discovered that he had lymphoma lending urgency to his desire to share his story for the first time in this classic memoir allen explains how he has solved problems
what he s learned from his many endeavors both the triumphs and the failures and his compelling vision for the future he reflects candidly on an extraordinary life the book also features previously untold stories about
everything from the true origins of microsoft to allen s role in the dawn of private space travel with spaceshipone and in discoveries at the frontiers of brain science with honesty humor and insight allen tells the story of a
life of ideas made real

SUMMARY - Idea Man: A Memoir By The Cofounder Of Microsoft By Paul Allen
2021-06-07

our summary is short simple and pragmatic it allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes as you read this summary you ll discover what were the highlights of the life of paul allen microsoft s
co founder with bill gates you will also discover that paul allen met bill gates in high school that he grew up in a residential suburb of one of america s largest cities that his mother was a schoolteacher before becoming a
housewife that microsoft is a compound of microprocessors and software that he is the founder of the allen institute for brain science that he has recovered from a very serious illness idea man the man with ideas it took
paul allen to found microsoft with bill gates because both men turned an idea into a company and then into an industry this idea is that of creating the software that makes laptops work the software as opposed to the
hardware that is the machine itself the computer with its screen its central unit a gigantic advance in the computer industry but the book far from focusing solely on microsoft and computing explores the most intimate
corners of paul allen s life and in particular his relationship to time money others and so on a walk through an extraordinary life guided by the master of the house who speaks well of what he knows well buy now the
summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of coffee

The Accidental Zillionaire
2003-01-17

the first in depth look at one of the world s richest and mostsecretive businessmen though his wealth is certainly no secret the world s fourthrichest man remains an enigma paul allen made his fortune as billgates s partner
in microsoft supplemented it with questionable though often profitable venture capital schemes and has sinceinvested his wealth in a widely divergent list of interests heowns the nba s portland trailblazers and the nfl s
seattleseahawks among hundreds of smaller ventures he is a primarystakeholder in the film production company dreamworks skg andformerly held a large piece of the widely despised ticketmastermonopoly dubbed the
accidental zillionaire by wired magazine allen has often appeared to be a bumbler who succeeded primarilythrough luck and by coopting the visionary ideas of others in theaccidental zillionaire laura rich one of the foremost
chroniclersof the internet economy unravels the secret paul allen his innermotivations his vision and his personality she tells allen sstory from his days as a fledgling computer geek in suburbanwashington state to his role in
founding the world s largestsoftware company to his battle with cancer to his sycophanticflirtation with hollywood and its brightest stars paul allen is aman of various interests and passions but few if any know himwell the
accidental zillionaire for the first time reveals theinner workings of a towering figure in the worlds of technology business sports and entertainment laura rich los angeles ca is a former writer forthe industry standard
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adweek and insidemedia she currently covers the world of digital entertainmentfor entertainment weekly fortune and thehollywood reporter she penned the standard s popular richlist report and has reported on paul allen
for years

Idea Man
2011

according to time paul allen is one of the 100 most influential people in the world idea man is the story of the fascinating life of a man who has made an unprecedented impact in science technology business sports music
and philanthropy his memoir features previously untold stories that offer insight into everything from the true origins of microsoft to a behind the scenes view of the dawn of private space travel it offers reflections from
someone who has led an extraordinary life learned a lot and helped improve the world

Allen Klein
2015

an account of the heyday of rock roll through the lens of allen klein the business manager producer and gadfly who broke up the beatles and showed the rolling stones how to become the pre eminent dynasty in popular
music

Play Nice But Win
2021-10-05

wall street journal bestseller from michael dell renowned founder and chief executive of one of america s largest technology companies the inside story of the battles that defined him as a leader in 1984 soon to be college
dropout michael dell hid signs of his fledgling pc business in the bathroom of his university of texas dorm room almost 30 years later at the pinnacle of his success as founder and leader of dell technologies he found himself
embroiled in a battle for his company s survival what he d do next could ensure its legacy or destroy it completely play nice but win is a riveting account of the three battles waged for dell technologies one to launch it one to
keep it and one to transform it for the first time dell reveals the highs and lows of the company s evolution amidst a rapidly changing industry and his own as he matured into the ceo it needed with humor and humility he
recalls the mentors who showed him how to turn his passion into a business the competitors who became friends foes or both and the sharks that circled looking for weakness what emerges is the long term vision
underpinning his success that technology is ultimately about people and their potential more than an honest portrait of a leader at a crossroads play nice but win is a survival story proving that while anyone with
technological insight and entrepreneurial zeal might build something great it takes a leader to build something that lasts

The Hunt for the Red Banners
2021-10-29

from this master storyteller comes one of the most highly anticipated thrillers this year an australian scientist witnesses the theft of two red banner nukes from a russian submarine in the arctic the theft triggers a covert
response from the australian government spy agency asis meanwhile operatives with the chinese ministry of state security are funding the theft using two brothers from bagdad the brother s journey becomes one of
manipulation and betrayal the asis team follow a trail of evidence from murmansk to london moscow is desperate to get the red banners using highly placed sleeper agents russia s infamous zl kill teams plunges the mi5
deep into a maelstrom of destruction while the uk counter terrorism task force is bombed forcing the army to populate the streets of london with soldiers it was a mistake allowing one brother to take his revenge as the
deadly dark hand of terrorism reaches up to the uk prime minister fear grips the heart of the nation hunter must stay one step ahead of multiple invisible enemies while facing the most significant threat the destruction of
london hunter is determined to shut down the nuclear countdown and find the person behind the crime gripping from beginning to stunning end this gripping mystery is perfect for fans of peter may lee child michael
connelly ann cleeves john grisham david baldacci paula hawkins or val mcdermid author paul allen delivers a frightening novel on international terrorism the race is on book description the all action hunter wyatt thriller
series continues written by australian author paul allen about the author paul allen has five degrees in philosophy social science and theology in his research for the hunter wyatt novels including traitors bad day and the red
banners he and his wife janine traveled across europe and asia for holidays providing location insights for each novel the author is currently working on a new series entitled barker belle gold coast detectives paulallenbooks
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Component-Based Development for Enterprise Systems
1998-01-13

presents the select perspective a component based approach that addresses the demands of large scale complex enterprise software development problems

Absent Without Leave
2013

absent without leave follows three wide eyed 21 year olds from their enlistment at the sydney showground in 1940 to disembarking in the middle east before being plunged into jungle warfare in the asia pacific private
stanley livingston and his two best mates roy lonsdale and gordon oxman would by the end of the war be brothers in law as well as brothers in arms over the course of the war these three young men would be court
martialled four times for abandoning their training units they were not cowards running from responsibility rather they were deeply committed family men who ran to the service of their families

World Champion Seahawks
2014-08

world champion seahawks we are 12 is the definitive keepsake coffee table book that every seattle fan will treasure from this dream season every dazzling moment is captured in this one of a kind commemorative including
russell wilson s elusiveness marshawn lynch s beast mode power and the intimidating defense of the legion of boom these enduring moments and more set against the backdrop of seattle s loud and proud 12th man which
delivered the greatest home field advantage in all of sport inside cover

Apropos of Nothing
2020-03-23

the long awaited enormously entertaining memoir by one of the great artists of our time now a new york times usa today los angeles times and publisher s weekly bestseller in this candid and often hilarious memoir the
celebrated director comedian writer and actor offers a comprehensive personal look at his tumultuous life beginning with his brooklyn childhood and his stint as a writer for the sid caesar variety show in the early days of
television working alongside comedy greats allen tells of his difficult early days doing standup before he achieved recognition and success with his unique storytelling pizzazz he recounts his departure into moviemaking
with such slapstick comedies as take the money and run and revisits his entire sixty year long and enormously productive career as a writer and director from his classics annie hall manhattan and annie and her sisters to
his most recent films including midnight in paris along the way he discusses his marriages his romances and famous friendships his jazz playing and his books and plays we learn about his demons his mistakes his successes
and those he loved worked with and learned from in equal measure this is a hugely entertaining deeply honest rich and brilliant self portrait of a celebrated artist who is ranked among the greatest filmmakers of our time

Missionary Methods
2017-02-15

newly updated revised edition a complete missionary manual for evangelical missionaries missionary methods is an enduring classic a how to that every single missionary should read as well as any lay person who desires to
be a useful part of the body of christ the author roland allen takes a thorough look at the practice and principle of arguably the most successful church planter in history the biblical apostle paul every missionary difficulty
and success can be found in acts and the apostle paul s letters which cover such topics as training discipleship finances and sustainability the methods are built on the foundation of a relationship with god salvation through
christ and the indwelling and leading of the holy spirit
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American Psycho
2014-12-15

a cult classic adapted into a film starring christian bale is evil something you are or is it something you do patrick bateman has it all good looks youth charm a job on wall street reservations at every new restaurant in town
and a line of girls around the block he is also a psychopath a man addicted to his superficial perfect life he pulls us into a dark underworld where the american dream becomes a nightmare with an introduction by irvine
welsh bret easton ellis s american psycho is one of the most controversial and talked about novels of all time a multi million copy bestseller hailed as a modern classic it is a violent black comedy about the darkest side of
human nature

Artist Management for the Music Business
2012-11-12

allen prepares you for the realities of successfully directing the careers of talented performers in the high risk high reward music business you will learn to prepare yourself for a career in artist management and then learn
the tools to coach lead organize time manage finances market an artist and carve out a successful career path for both yourself and your clients the book features profiles of artist managers an exclusive and detailed
template for an artist career plan and samples of major contract sections for artist management and record deals updated information including a directory of artist management companies is available at the book s
companion website a peer reviewer for artist management for the music business proclaimed this is going to be an excellent text it contains many unique insights and lots of valuable information this is essential reading for
managers students and artists in the music business

The Good Father
2012-03-29

from the creator and writer of the emmy award winning series fargo based on the oscar winning coen brothers film an ordinary boy with an ordinary life stands accused of killing the next president of the united states what
happened dr paul allen is a well respected man he lives a happy comfortable life with his second wife and their family until the night when a knock at the door blows his world apart a hugely popular presidential candidate
has been shot and they say the young man who pulled the trigger is paul s son daniel the only child from his first failed marriage was always a good kid and paul is convinced his quiet boy is not capable of murder
overwhelmed by a vortex of feelings paul embarks on a mission to understand what happened and why following the trail of his son s journey across america he is forced to re examine his life as a husband and a parent and
every decision he ever made what follows is a powerfully emotional and suspense filled quest that keeps you guessing to the very end monsters don t just become monsters after all

My Life As a Fish
2016-09-08

altered states of reality are often the stuff of fiction but here it is a fact not only has paul allen travelled back from severe brain injury he has recorded the journey for us in vivid detail with wit and insight he lets us into the
horrifically real world he inhabited while unable to communicate in this world here in a ruined city humans are forced to breathe water with illustrations also by paul allen this book is essential reading for the medical
profession or for anyone who deals with brain injury patients by any standards this is an impressive achievement

Bad Boy Ballmer
2003-11-11

the unauthorized biography of an immigrant s son whobecame a multibillionaire working for bill gates and probably the highest paid employee in american history in january 2000 bill gates gave his vast responsibilities and
title of microsoft ceo to his best friend steve ballmer a man relatively unknown to the public based on in depth study and interviews with classmates and microsoft insiders fredric alan maxwell vividly brings to life one of the
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technology industry s most colorful and controversial figures steven anthony ballmer from ballmer s relatively humble suburban detroit beginnings where he and his archrival scott mcnealy went to competing high schools
and his 1974 meeting with gates in a harvard dorm maxwell richly details how the competition addicts ballmer and gates have worked together for the past twenty years to form microsoft s ego and id the up by the
bootstraps saga reveals both the good boy ballmer the dedicated son great friend and supportive schoolmate and the bad boy ballmer the ruthless businessman who earned the nickname the em balmer

Gates
1994-01-21

gates reveals the guiding genius behind the unparalleled success of the microsoft corporation the biggest and most profitable personal computer software company in history and exposes the intensely competitive tactics
that help it dominate the desktops of america chairman and co founder of microsoft bill gates is the most powerful person in the computer industry and the youngest self made billionaire in history his company s dos and
windows programs are such universal standards that more than nine out of ten personal computers depend on microsoft software under the microsoft everywhere rallying cry gates intends to expand his company s
worldwide dominance to office equipment communications and home entertainment vivid and definitive gates details the behind the scenes history of the personal computer industry and its movers and shakers from apple to
ibm from steve jobs to ross perot uncovering the inside stories of the bitter battle for control of the expanding personal computing market gates is a bracing comprehensive portrait of the industry the company and the man
and what they mean for a future where software is everything

Glamorama
2010-12-10

in glamorama bret easton ellis delivers a shadowy looking glass world it is a world where fame and fashion terror and mayhem meet and begin to resemble the familiar surface of our own lives the centre of the world 1990s
manhattan victor ward a model with perfect abs and all the right friends is seen and photographed everywhere even in places he hasn t been and with people he doesn t know on the eve of opening the trendiest nightclub in
new york history he s living with one beautiful model and having an affair with another now it s time to move to the next stage but the future he gets is not the one he had in mind does for the cold minimal 90s what
american psycho did for the wall street greed of the 80s you name it he manages to get it all in vogue

Warren Buffett Accounting Book
2014-05-01

teaches essential accounting terminology and techniques that serious stock investors need to know preface

The Innovators
2014-10-07

a revelatory history of the people who created the computer and the internet discusses the process through which innovation happens in the modern world citing the pivotal contributions of such figures as programming
pioneer ada lovelace by the author of steve jobs 500 000 first printing

The Bicycle Man
1989-03-27

the amazing tricks two american soldiers perform on a borrowed bicycle are a fitting finale for the school sports day festivities in a small village in occupied japan
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Philip III and the Pax Hispanica, 1598-1621
2000-01-01

impoverished and exhausted after fifty years of incessant warfare the great spanish empire at the turn of the sixteenth century negotiated treaties with its three most powerful enemies england france and the netherlands
this intriguing book examines the strategies that led king philip iii to extend the laurel branch to his foes paul allen argues that contrary to widespread belief the king s gestures of peace were in fact part of a grand strategy
to enable spain to regain military and economic strength while its opponents were falsely lulled away from their military pursuits from the outset allen contends philip and his advisers intended the pax hispanica to continue
only until spain was able to resume its battles and defeat its enemies drawing on primary sources from the four countries involved the book begins with a discussion of how spanish foreign policy was formulated and
implemented to achieve political and religious aims the author investigates the development of philip s peace strategy the twelve years truce and the decision to end the truce and engage in war with the dutch and then with
the english and french renewed warfare was no failure of peace policy allen shows but a conscious decision to pursue a consistent strategy nevertheless the negotiation for peace did represent a new diplomatic method with
significant implications for both the future of the spanish empire and the practices of european diplomacy

Don't Stand Too Close to a Naked Man
1995-09-01

in a dual biography and humorous information guide the star of home improvement discusses his prison term and successful television show while offering hints on how to deal with the opposite sex and recognize the
parallels between golf courses and strip joints reprint

The Bill Gates Problem
2023-11-16

you know him as the founder of microsoft the philanthropic kind hearted billionaire who has donated endless funds to good causes around the world but there s another side to bill gates we might like to think of the gates
foundation as an innocent charity giving away money collaborating with stakeholders and listening to the desires of the populations it hopes to help but is that how it works in practice combining rich storytelling and ground
breaking reporting the bill gates problem offers readers a provocative and timely counter narrative about one of the world s most widely recognized individuals a true global celebrity with international reach but more than
that this book speaks to a vital political question around economic inequality and the erosion of democratic institutions why should the super rich be able to transform their wealth into political power and just how far can
they go

Locked-in Syndrome After Brain Damage
2018-07-19

combining scientific knowledge with personal narrative this book tells the story of paul allen who following a stroke has locked in syndrome and is unable to move or speak due to paralysis of nearly all voluntary muscles

The Raven
1898

the internet dumps thousands of new technology products and services into consumer homes each year yet users struggle with both the volume of offerings and their complexity trying to find value that is often hidden
among dozens of useless features meanwhile companies continue to design products using outdated design philosophies and practices that simply don t work 5 myths of consumer behavior explains why these products fail
and how to redesign them to achieve success paul allen smethers and alastair france have spent the last 20 years designing successful products at some of the largest consumer technology companies in the world creating
new tools that allowed them to analyze billions of transactions against millions of real users what were users really doing the results were amazing consumers are behaving exactly opposite to how the experts in the industry
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said they would the fascinating discoveries presented in this book lead to new consumer behavior models that should be mastered by every entrepreneur marketer and engineer trying to crack the consumer technology
marketplace

Five Myths of Consumer Behavior
2007

the book lifehack calls the bible of business and personal productivity a completely revised and updated edition of the blockbuster bestseller from the personal productivity guru fast company since it was first published
almost fifteen years ago david allen s getting things done has become one of the most influential business books of its era and the ultimate book on personal organization gtd is now shorthand for an entire way of
approaching professional and personal tasks and has spawned an entire culture of websites organizational tools seminars and offshoots allen has rewritten the book from start to finish tweaking his classic text with
important perspectives on the new workplace and adding material that will make the book fresh and relevant for years to come this new edition of getting things done will be welcomed not only by its hundreds of thousands
of existing fans but also by a whole new generation eager to adopt its proven principles

Getting Things Done
2015-03-17

he became a bestselling novelist while still in college immediately famous and wealthy he watched his insufferable father reduced to a bag of ashes in a safety deposit box he was lost in a haze of booze drugs and vilification
then he was given a second chance this is the life of bret easton ellis the author and subject of this remarkable novel confounding one expectation after another lunar park is equally hilarious horrifying and heartbreaking it s
the most original novel of an extraordinary career and best of all it all happened every word is true

Lunar Park
2010-01-01

perhaps no classical writer has been so consistently in vogue as horace famous in his own lifetime as a close associate of the emperor octavian to whom he dedicated several odes quintus horatius flaccus 65 8 bc has never
really been out of fashion petrarch for example modelled his letters on horace s innovative epistles while also borrowing from his roman forebear in composing his own italian sonnets the echo of horace s voice can be found
in almost every genre of medieval literature and in later periods this influence and popularity if anything increased yet as paul allen miller shows while horace may justifiably be called the poet for all seasons he is also in the
end an enigma his elusive ironic contrariness is perhaps the true secret of his success a cultured man of letters he fought on the losing side of the battle of philippi 42 bc a staunch republican he ended up eagerly some said
too eagerly promoting the cause of julio claudian imperialism viewed as the acme of roman literary civilization he was shaped by his athens education at plato s famous academy this new introduction reveals horace in all his
paradoxical genius and complexity

Horace
2018-12-18

microsoft dikenal sebagai salah satu penyokong besar revolusi digital tanpanya kita semua tak akan menikmati betapa cepat dan nyamannya bekerja menggunakan personal computer namun seiring berjalannya waktu dunia
komputasi mengalami perubahan yang luar biasa cepat tanpa inovasi yang benar benar spektakuler perusahaan ini diramalkan tak akan mampu mempertahankan popularitasnya inovasi tergantikan birokrasi kerja tim
tergantikan politik internal microsoft mulai tertinggal hit refresh berkisah tentang transformasi terbesar yang tengah berlangsung dalam tubuh microsoft di bawah kepemimpinan satya nadella sang ceo selama ini ketika
mendengar kata microsoft orang akan langsung mengaitkannya dengan bill gates yang cemerlang atau steve ballmer yang super energik nadella nyaris tak masuk ke radar para selebritas teknologi namun dalam tahun
tahun pertamanya memimpin nadella melakukan banyak gebrakan baru salah satunya adalah menciptakan budaya perusahaan yang menggabungkan antara empati dan teknologi dia juga membuat pertaruhan besar dalam
beberapa teknologi kunci seperti artificial intelligence ai atau kecerdasan buatan dan cloud computing komputasi awan yang membuat microsoft menjadi unik di tangan nadella microsoft mengubah fokusnya dari sekadar
perusahaan pencari keuntungan menjadi perusahaan humanis yang berkontribusi bagi masa depan umat manusia mizan bentang pustaka pengembangan diri motivasi inovasi remaja dewasa indonesia
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Hit Refresh
2018-09-28

the graphic novel adaptation of john leguizamo s award winning broadway play revised and expanded in paperback in this graphic novel adaptation of his award winning broadway memoir john leguizamo lays bare his life
story sharing memories of his early years as an actor on stage on television and in major motion pictures opposite some of hollywood s biggest stars such as al pacino patrick swayze and steven seagal and working for
directors baz luhrmann and brian de palma leguizamo opens up about his loves and marriages while addressing self doubt and melancholy in a way that enlightens and entertains this revised and expanded paperback
includes an all new introduction by lin manuel miranda ghetto klown is autobiographical dynamite this is leguizamo at his scathing honest moving comedic best among the finest portraits of an artist as a young wounded
talented man as i ve read junot díaz my main johnny legs has done it again ghetto klown as a graphic novel dopeness spike lee

Ghetto Klown
2015-10-20

lee kuan yew passed away on 23 march 2015 at the age of 92 this book which was first published in 1998 tells the story of his life from when the japanese occupied singapore in 1941 until 1998 when he was senior minister
based on 13 exclusive interviews held over 30 hours this book chronicles the events people and political fortunes that were to shape lee s view of the world as well as the path he set for the transformation of singapore it
delves into the choices he made the political turnings he took the insights gained and lessons learnt some of which were expounded to the authors for the first time with wit wisdom candor and vivid recollection written by
three leading journalists from the straits times

Lee Kuan Yew
2015

a picture book masterpiece from caldecott medal winner allen say now available in paperback lyrical breathtaking splendid words used to describe allen say s grandfather s journey when it was first published at once deeply
personal yet expressing universally held emotions this tale of one man s love for two countries and his constant desire to be in both places captured readers attention and hearts fifteen years later it remains as historically
relevant and emotionally engaging as ever

Grandfather's Journey
2008-10-27

the kamishibai man used to ride his bicycle into town where he would tell stories to the children and sell them candy but gradually fewer and fewer children came running at the sound of his clappers they were all watching
their new televisions instead finally only one boy remained and he had no money for candy years later the kamishibai man and his wife made another batch of candy and he pedaled into town to tell one more story his own
when he comes out of the reverie of his memories he looks around to see he is surrounded by familiar faces the children he used to entertain have returned all grown up and more eager than ever to listen to his delightful
tales using two very different yet remarkable styles of art allen say tells a tale within a tale transporting readers seamlessly to the japan of his memories

Kamishibai Man
2005-10-24

in this book paul allen and douglas naylor recount their years together in one of the most feared hooligan firms since the 1970s this is an electrifying and intelligent account of the legendary decades when owls crime squad
dominated casual violence it is an uncompromising look at soccer culture and the violence that surrounds it
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Flying with the Owls Crime Squad
2009-02-06

the perfect gift for the twelfth man in any household here is a fun and funny fan s history of the seattle seahawks since the franchise s beginnings more than 30 years ago there s no doubt who has been the greatest member
of the seattle seahawks after all who was there at the opening of the kingdome only to watch that fabled stadium years later turn to dust who endured the embarrassment of the boz and who was there during super bowl xl
to witness the team lose to the game officials oh yeah that s right we the twelfth man were there living up to our reputation as some of the loudest most supportive fans in the nfl notes from a 12 man isn t just the teams
history it s our history author mark tye turner a television writer who s been a twelfth man since day one tells it like it is and in obsessive detail this book will make you laugh wince cheer and learn everything you ever need
to know about the team and then some

As A Man Thinketh
2018

Notes from a 12 Man
2010-06-01
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